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Abst rac t - -A  steady weak evaporation from or condensation to a spherical condensed phase in 
its vapor gas is investigated, mainly numerically, on the basis of the Boltzmann equation for haxd- 
sphere molecules. The numerical method is the combination ofthe hybrid-difference-scheme method, 
which can describe the discontinuity ofthe velocity distribution function in the gas, and the numerical 
kernel method [1]. The velocity distribution function, macroscopic variables (pressure, temperature, 
flow velocity, heat flow), as well as mass and heat fluxes from the sphere into the gas, are obtained 
for the whole range of the Knudsen umber. In addition, the solution of the heat transfer problem 
of a nonvolatile sphere in a rarefied gas is obtained as a special case of the present problem. The 
problem is also discussed from the standpoint of nonequilibrium thermodynamics. 
Keywords--Rarefied gas flow, Boltzmann equation, Evaporation and condensation, Aerosol par- 
ticle, Mass and heat transfer. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Kinetic theory analysis of evaporating or condensing flow around a condensed phase or condensed 
phases has been carried out actively in the last two decades (see [2-5], and their references). The 
study is mainly concerned with one-dimensional problems bounded by a plane condensed phase 
or parallel plane condensed phases, and various important results are obtained. In the half- 
space problem, for example, combined with the asymptotic theory, the boundary condition for 
the fluid dynamic equations in the continuum limit on the interface of a gas and its condensed 
phase is derived [6-9]; the behavior of evaporation and condensation is not symmetric even for 
weak evaporation and condensation [10] (in other words, the linear theory fails even in a weak 
condensation); the number of the parameters that can be chosen freely to give the unique solution 
is different in subsonic and supersonic ases [11-16]. In the two surface problem, the negative 
temperature gradient phenomenon is pointed out [17], and a lot of works have been done on 
this subject [4,18-22]. Evaporating flow from a cylinder into a gas of a finite pressure or into a 
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vacuum, and the flow from a sphere into a vacuum are studied in detail in [23-25] by the BKW (or 
BGK) equation [26-28]; the feature of the flows is quite different from that of the plane condensed 
phase. (They are the simplest examples of evaporating flows from two- and three-dimensional 
condensed phases of a finite size.) The evaporating or condensing flows around a sphere in a 
gas of a finite pressure, especially weak flows, have been studied only by simple approximate 
methods, such as [29], in [30-32], or by asymptotic analysis for limited Knudsen numbers [18]. 
Accurate analysis of the problem based on the standard Boltzmann equation for the whole range 
of the Knudsen number has not been carried out yet. 
In the present paper, we will study a weak flow of evaporation or condensation around a spher- 
ical condensed phase in its vapor gas, mainly numerically, on the basis of the Boltzmann equation 
for hard-sphere molecules, and clarify the behavior of the gas, i.e., the velocity distribution func- 
tion, macroscopic variables (pressure, temperature, flow velocity, heat flow), as well as mass and 
heat fluxes from the sphere, for the whole range of the Knudsen number. The numerical method 
adopted in the present study is the combination of the hybrid-difference-scheme method [23], by 
which the discontinuity of the velocity distribution function in the gas around a convex body can 
be described accurately, and the numerical kernel method [33], by which the collision integral can 
be computed accurately and efficiently. The method has already been applied to various rarefied 
gas flows around a spherical body [1,34-36]. 
The solution of the heat transfer problem of a nonvolatile sphere in a rarefied gas is obtained 
as a by-product of the present study. 
2. PROBLEM AND BASIC  EQUATION 
We consider a spherical condensed phase of a given temperature (radius L, temperature Tw) in 
its vapor gas at rest (pressure P0, temperature To) and investigate the steady evaporation from 
or condensation onto the sphere under the following assumptions. 
(i) The behavior of the gas is described by the Boltzmann equation for hard-sphere molecules. 
(ii) The gas molecules leaving the sphere constitute the corresponding part of the Maxwellian 
distribution pertaining to the saturated gas at the surface temperature of the sphere (the 
complete condensation condition) (the extension of the results to a more general boundary 
condition is discussed in Section 7). 
(iii) The parameters IPw - Pol/Po and [T~ - Tol/To, where Pw is the saturation gas pressure 
at temperature T~, are so small that the equation and the boundary condition can be 
linearized around the equilibrium state at rest with pressure P0 and temperature To, which 
we will call the reference state. 
We summarize the main notation used in this paper: 
• P0 = p0/RT0; 
• R is the specific gas constant (the Boltzmann constant divided by the mass of the molecule); 
• to is the mean free path of the gas molecules at the reference state (for a hard-sphere 
molecular gas, to -~ (v~lra2po/rn)  -1, where a and m are the diameter and mass of the 
molecule, respectively); 
• Kn  = go/L  (Knudsen number); 
• k = (v~/2)Kn;  
• Lx~ is the Cartesian coordinate system with its origin at the center of the sphere; 
• (rL ,  O, ~p) is the polar coordinate system with r = 0 at the center of the sphere and with 
O = 0 (the polar direction) in the Xl direction; 
• (2RT0)W2¢~ is the molecular velocity; 
• ¢ = I¢~1 = (¢~)~/~; 
• ~r, ~0, and ~ are, respectively, the r, 0, and ~ components of ~i in the polar coordinate 
system; 
• E(~) = Ir -3/2exp(-¢2); 
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• po(2RT0)-S/2E(1 + ¢) is the velocity distribution function of the gas molecules; 
• po(1 + w) is the density of the gas; 
• T0(1 + r) is the temperature; 
• po(1 + P) is the pressure; 
• (2RT0)l/2u~ is the flow velocity; 
• po(6ij + PO) is the stress tensor; and 
• po(2RTo)l/2Q~ is the heat flow vector, where dfij is Kronecker's delta. 
The components of u~, Pij, and Q~ in (r, 0, ~o) system are expressed by the subscripts r, 8, and 
qo (e.g., ur, Qr). 
The linearized Boltzmann equation for a steady state is written as 
¢ i~=k£(¢  ). (I) 
The linearized collision integral £(¢) is expressed in the following form for hard-sphere mole- 
cules [37,38]: 
z:(¢) = c1(¢) - z:2(¢) - v(¢)¢, (2) 
1 f 1 ' 
£2(¢)= ~ I¢~-~, lexp( -~)C(x , ,~, )d~ld~2d~3,  
[ ] u(¢) = ~--~1 exp(-¢ 2) + 2¢ + f0 exp (_~2) de 
(3a) 
(3b) 
(3c) 
with 
- (To  - To)  Pw = (pw P0) 7~o = , (5) 
P0 ' To 
where ni is the unit normal vector to the boundary, pointed to the gas. The condition at infinity 
is 
¢ = 0. (6) 
The (nondimensional) macroscopic variables w, % u~, etc. are given as the moments of ¢: 
w = / CE d~l d~2 d~3, 
2 
Pij = 2 / ~i~jCEd~l d~2 d;3, 
[ 
= ] ~i¢E d¢l d¢2 d¢3, ui 
P =w q-'r, (~) 
Because of the spherical symmetry of the problem, the solution of the boundary-value prob- 
lem (1), (4), and (6) with six independent variables x~ and ~ can be expressed by the following 
similarity solution with three independent variables [39]: 
,]5-I/Z-H 
where (~ A ~i is the vector product of (i and ~. 
The linearized form of the complete condensation boundary condition on the sphere (x~ = 1) 
is given by 
¢ (xi, ~i)= Pw + (~2-  5)"rw, (¢,ni > 0), (4) 
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where 7r - O( is the angle between the molecular velocity ¢i and the radial direction. Then (I) is 
determined by the following boundary-value problem: 
_¢cos0¢0_0W2.¢¢-- + ¢ sin 0_._____A ¢ 0(I) _ 1 [Z:~((I)) -/:~(q)) - u(¢)(I)] (9) 
r 00¢ k 
and at r = 1, 
~=Pw+ ¢2_ rw, ~_<0¢_<~ , (10) 
and as r - ,  c~, 
¢ -~0.  
The operators £:~ and 12~ in (9) are defined as follows: 
where 
(11) 
~'1 = [¢2 + ~2 _ 2¢~ (cos 8¢ cos O~ + sin 0¢ sin 8~ cos ¢)] 1/2, (13a) 
~-2 = ¢2~2 [cos 2 8¢ sin 2 8¢ + sin 28¢ cos 2 8¢ + sin 2 8¢ sin 2 8~ sin 2 
-2  cos 0¢ sin 0¢ cos 0~ sin 0~ cos ¢] .  (13b) 
The set (~, ~r - 8~, ¢) corresponds to the polar coordinate xpression of ~i in (3a) and (3b), with 
the polar direction in the radial direction. 
The macroscopic variables w, ur, T, etc. are expressed in terms of (I) as follows: 
(/:/: ) w = 2r ¢2 sin O¢~E doe de , (14a) 
( fo°C fo " 3 sin2OcCEdO¢ ¢) ur =-~"  ¢ d , (14b) 
T= ~rrLj 0 JO ¢ @2-3)  sinO¢¢EdOcd¢] (14c) 
P = w + r, (14d) 
) Prr = 47r ¢4 cos 2 0¢ sin 0¢¢E dOc de , (14e) 
) Poo = 2r ¢4 sin 3 OcCEdOc de , (140 
(3P -  Prr) 
P~ = Poo - 2 ' (14g) 
Qr= - r  [fo°° fo~¢3 @2-5)  sin2O¢¢EdOcd¢] . (14h) 
They are functions of r only. As to the other variables, uo = u~ = Pro = Pr~o = Polo = Qo = 
Q~ = 0. 
Integrating (9) multiplied by ¢2 sin 8¢E(¢), ¢3 sin 8¢ cos 8¢E(¢), or ¢4 sin 8~E(¢) over the domain 
0 < 0¢ _< ~r and 0 _< ¢ < 00, we obtain the following conservation equations: 
r2t~ r = My 
4zrp0L 2 (2RT0) 1/2' 
[ /1 ] (r3Prr) = 3r2p or Prr = Prr(1) +3 P(t)t 2dr r -a, 
4rp0L 2 ( 2RTo )1/2' 
(15a) 
(15b) 
(15c) 
1 foC~fo~fo2~2sinO~ ( -~2 -~I £~(O) = ~ - - -~1 exp + ¢(r,~,O~)dCdO~d~, (12a) 
£~((I))-1 fo°°fo'~fo2~ 2V~ ~-1 2 sin 8~ exp (-~2) (I) (r, ~, 8~) dCdO~d~, (12b) 
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where M I and E l are the mass and energy fluxes from the sphere to the gas. Thus, r2Qr as well 
as r21tr is independent of r. The conservative quantities r21tr and r2Qr and equation (15b) are 
used for an accuracy test of our numerical computation. 
3. METHOD OF NUMERICAL  ANALYS IS  
3.1. P re l iminary  Remarks  
The boundary-value problem (9)-(11) contains three parameters k, Pw, and "rw. 1 Making use 
of the linearity of (9)-(11), we can split the solution ¢ into two parts: 
¢ (r,¢,0¢) = cP (r,¢,0¢) P~ + cT (~,¢,0¢)~. (16) 
The CP is the solution for the case Pw = 1 and ~'w = 0, and CI )T is that for Pw = 0 and rw = 1. 
Then, the macroscopic variables, say h (h = w, ur, r, etc.), are also split similarly: 
h(r) = hP(r)Pw + hr(~)~, (17) 
where h P,T are defined by equations (14a)-(14h) with • replaced by ~P,T. Thus, calculating ~P 
and ~T, which contain only one parameter k, separately, we obtain the solution • for an arbitrary 
pair of Pw and Tw (<< 1) as their superposition (16). 
In the preceding paragraph, the solution • is split into two parts: ~P and ~T. This division 
does not guarantee the existence of the two solutions ~P and ~T. The existence is due to the 
fact that the problem is concerned with a gas around a finite body in a three-dimensional space. 
In the corresponding half-space problem bounded by a plane condensed phase, the bounded 
solution exists uniquely only when Pw/rw takes a special value [41,42]. The existence of the 
two independent solutions ~P and ~T (or that the two parameters Pw and rw can be chosen 
freely), which is confirmed by careful numerical tests, is related with the asymptotic behavior of 
the solution of (9) for large r, which is discussed in the Appendix. The analytic structure of the 
solutions for the three different dimensions i clarified for small Knudsen numbers on the basis 
of the asymptotic analysis of the Boltzmann equation [5,6,18,43-45]. In short, the temperature 
field ~- for large r is governed, irrespective of k, by the Laplace equation, and therefore, r that 
vanishes at infinity has one free parameter in a three-dimensional problem, but none in one- or 
two-dimensional one. This behavior is closely related to the following interesting behavior in the 
one- or two-dimensional problem: the solution of evaporation problem is not symmetric with that 
of condensation problem; the condensing flow cannot be described by the linearized Boltzmann 
equation, however small the condensation rate may be [10,43]. 
In the numerical analysis, we have to limit the infinite domain (1 _< r < ~,  0 _< ~ < co, 0 _< 
0¢ < 7r) to a finite one (1 < r < rD,O <_ ~ <_ ~D,0 _< 0¢ <_ 7r). Since ~P'TE, as easily checked 
by computation, decay rapidly with ~, the error from the truncation of ~ space can be made 
negligibly small by a proper choice of ~D. On the other hand, judging from the solution of the 
Stokes flow and that of the free molecular flow, (I) is expected to approach its value at infinity 
rather slowly (~ r-m). Thus, direct application of the condition (11) at r = rD requires very 
large rD for an accurate analysis. In order to avoid this difficulty, we introduce the asymptotic 
solution for large r, say ~far, and connect the numerical solution with it at r -- rD: 
1According to the Clansius-Clapeyron elation, Pw depends on rw [40, p. 304]. However, as we have seen, we can 
give the solution without specifying their relation or with treating them as independent (Pw is not necessarily to
be the nondimensional s turation pressure). The solution, therefore, has wider application; Section 7is one of the 
extensions. 
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(~ (rD, ~, 0¢) -~ Cfar (rD, ~, 0¢). (18) 
The concrete form of (I)far is given in the Appendix. The condition (18) is used instead of the 
boundary condition at infinity (11). 
The second ifficulty of the numerical calculation is the discontinuity of the velocity distribution 
function in the gas, which is a general property of the gas around convex bodies [44]. On the 
surface of the sphere (r = 1), the velocity distribution function has a discontinuity at 0¢ = 1r/2 
(or at the molecular velocity tangential to the sphere) and it propagates into the gas along a 
characteristic of (9): rsin0¢ = 1 (7r/2 _< 0¢ _< 7r). In the present analysis, we adopt the hybrid- 
difference scheme, which can describe the discontinuity accurately [1,23]. 
The calculation of the collision integral, which takes the majority of the computing time, is 
carried out by the numerical kernel method [1,33] accurately and efficiently. The method will be 
explained in Section 3.3. 
3.2. P rocess  o f  Numer ica l  Computat ion  
by a F in i te -D i f fe rence  Method  
In the present paper, we analyze the boundary-value problem (9)-(11) numerically by a finite- 
difference method. As mentioned in Section 3.1, the problem is considered over a finite domain 
(1 < r < rD, 0 < ff < frO, 0 < 0¢ _< rr), where rD and ¢D are chosen properly depending on 
situations. Let (r (i), if(J), 0~ k)) be the lattice points in the domain, where i = 0, 1, . . . ,  I (r (°) = 1, 
r (I) = rD), j = O, 1 , . . . ,  J (~(0) = 0, ¢(J) = ffD), and k = 0, 1, . . . ,  K , . . . ,  g (0~ °) = 0, 0~K) = Ir/2, 
0~ K) = It). 2 The functions ¢(r, ~, 0¢) of (r, ~, 0¢), h(r) of r, etc. at a lattice point are denoted by 
the subscripts corresponding to the lattice point: 
(19) 
We construct he discrete solution ¢(i,j,k) of (9)-(11) as the limit of the sequence &(n) (n = ffi(~d,k) 
0, 1, 2,. . .  ) obtained by the iteration process described below. 
Corresponding to (9), the following finite-difference equation for ¢(n) is adopted: (i,j,k) 
-~(J) cos~¢"(k)"(~'J'k)m(n)vz = + ¢(J) ) 1 ¢(") (20) 
r(i) = ~ \v(id,k) (5) (i,j,k)), 
where V~ ''j'k) and V(2 i'j'k) correspond to ~rr and ~¢ operators, respectively, given explicitly below, 
and ~(n) is the collision integral: 
(21) 
An efficient way of computation of ~.(n) adopted in the paper, is given in Section 3.3. v(id,k), 
21n this section, except for the 1/k in the right-hand side of (20) and (26), k is used to denote the lattice points 
of 0¢. 
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We use the following formulae for the Vl  and V2 operators: 
[-- (A(,+I) + 2)~(,j,k) 
+ (A(,+I)+ A(~I ) + 2) ~(,+zj,k) 
- -  A~l)¢(,+2,j,k)] / (Ar(`+l) + Ar('+2)), 
Vli,J,k)~? = (~I)(1,j,k) -- ~?(O,j,k)) 
At(l) 
-- (A(i-1, + A~I_I, + 2) ¢(i-lj,k, 
+ A._~,¢,,_2,.,]/(~,,_1> +~,,,), 
¢(i,j,1) -- ~?(i,j,O) 
A0~I) 
- + + 
Ar(i+l) 
Ar (i)=r ( i ) - r  ( i- l), A0~ k) =0~ k) -0~ k-l),  h(i) = Ar(i ) , A(k ) = - -  
0<i<I -2 ,  0<k<K) ,  
( i=I, K+I  <k<K) ,  
(22a) 
2<i <I, K+I<k<K) ,  
(k = 1), 
(22b) 
{ Al¢(~,j,k) - A2~(i-l, j,k) + As~(~(~)j,k)+, r(i_l) :> I 
V~,J,k)¢ = 
where 
and At, A2, and As (BI, B2, and Bs) are chosen in such a way that V~'#'k)¢ (V0'#'k)O) is 
the difference expression of the second-order accuracy for "b~a° (~g~c)ao at (r (0, ~(#), 0~)). The AI, 
A2, As, BR, B2, and Bs depend only on i and k. It is noted that (i(k), j, k) and (i, j, k(i)) 
Bl@(i,j,k) -- B2~(~,j,k-1) 
+B3~(~,j,k(i))-, 
¢(~,j,k) - ¢(ij,k(0)- 
0~ k) + Arcsin (I/r(0) - r' 
As mentioned inSection 3.1, • is discontinuous along rsin0¢ = 1 (~r/2 < 0¢ _< ~r). The difference 
formulae (22a) and (22b) should be modified when they consist of the data on both sides of the 
discontinuity. That is, 
A c ,o - >0  , 
(23b) 
~(,j,k(0)± = ~ (r(0, ~0), 7r Arcsin (r~i)) ) - =F0  , 
(24)  
A0~k) • 
(22c) 
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are not regular lattice points. The i(k) and k(i) represent the intersection of the characteristic 
rsin 0¢ = 1 with the lattice lines 0¢ = 0~ k) and r = r (i), respectively. That is, 
(1) r(i(k) ) _ 1 0 (k(i)) = 7r -- Arcsin ~ (25) 
sin O~ k) ' " 
When a discontinuous function on the characteristic is considered, the two limiting cases as 
in (24) should be considered. The formulae contain ~(i(k),j,k)+ and ~(ij,k(i))-,  i.e., ~ on either 
side of the discontinuity. The sequence ~(n) corresponding to ~5 at r (i) on either side of -(i,j,k(~))+, 
the discontinuity, is constructed by the following difference scheme: 
_~( j )  ~o  o(k(i))X.7(i,j)±~(n ) 1 /tg.?(n_l)  /] re(n) 
. . . .  ¢ v 1 = k k ' J ( i , j ,k( i ) )  -- ( J ) "~( i , j , k ( i ) )±) '  (26) 
where V~i'J)+(I ) corresponds to V~i'J'k)(I) (i~ + 1 _< k _< K) in (22a) with ~(i,j,k) replaced by 
r~(n-1) ¢(ij,k(i))+- The absence of q- sign in "J(i,j,k(i)) corresponds to the fact that £~(¢) and £ I (4)  are 
continuous. 
The boundary condition for/5(n) at r = 1 (i = 0) is obvious from (10). As the condition at • ~( i , j , k )  
r = rD, instead of (11), we impose 
¢(n) = ~(n) (i = I - 1, I). (27) ( i , j ,k ) far( i , j ,k ) ' 
With these preparation of difference formulae, we construct he sequence ¢(n) by the fol- (i,i,k) 
- r~(n -1)  lowing process. Let ~l~,J,~l'-far(I- r~(n) 1,j,k)' and --far(I,j,k)'~(n) be known. Then "~(i,j,k)is known and 
C~,~.~li)) in (26)is obtained from the data of r~(n-1) ~(i,j,k) by interpolation. 
(n) ¢(n) using (20) and (27) in descending (i) For 0 < k < K, starting from ¢(I-2,j,k), compute id,k) 
order of i down to ~:(O,j,k)'e~(n) The step i = i + 1 to i = i is as follows. Let ¢(n)(i,d,k) (i' > i) be 
given. Starting from m(n) compute ~(n) using (20)-(22c) (and (27) for i = I -2 ,  I -3 )  -(i,j,0), (i,j,k) 
in ascending order of k up to (I ,(~) ^ .  Carry out this step for every j. 
( i , j ,K)  
~(~) is constructed from (ii) Compute --(i,j,k(i))±is(n) along the discontinuity using (26): --(i,j,k(i))+ 
~(n) from the initial the initial data ¢(n) ^ obtained in the preceding Step (i); --(i,j,k(i))- 
(O, j ,g) 
condition given by (10). The computation is continued until the discontinuity becomes 
negligibly small. Then, from a set of ¢(n) obtain ¢(n) (i,j,k(i))+' (i(k),j,k)+ by interpolation. (The 
data on the discontinuity in (23a) and (23b) are now prepared.) 
(iii) For K + 1 < k < K, the computation is carried out in ascending order of i, independently 
in the two regions r > 1/sin 0¢ and r < 1/sin 0¢ separated by the discontinuity. The step 
i = i - 1 to i = i is as follows. Let ~(n)(i,,j,k) ( i~ < i) be given. 
(a) For r > 1/sin0¢, starting from ¢(n) compute ¢l~,~,k) using (20)-(22b) and (23a) (i,j,~+l)' 
@(n)_ where and the data obtained in Steps (i) and (ii) in ascending order of k up to (~,.,~), 
0~ k) < ~r- Arcsin(1/r (i)) < 0~ ~+1). 
(b) For r < 1/sin 0¢, starting from ¢I~,~+1)' compute ¢(n)(,,j,k) using (20)-(22b) and (23b), 
the data of (10), and those obtained in Step (ii) in ascending order of k up to ¢!~.). K" 
( ,3, )" 
Carry out these steps for every j. For i > ic, where the discontinuity is negligibly small, 
neglecting the discontinuity, compute ¢l~,~,k) from k = K + 1 to K only with the standard 
formulae (22a) and (22b) as in Step (i). 
• (n) and 1"~) ). Then by the (iv) Applying the Simpson formula to (14a)-(14h), compute ~r(1) 
process of connection of these data to the asymptotic solution for large r, determine 
(I)( nd'l ) (T)(n+ 1) far(I-1,j,k) and ~far(i,~,k) in (27) (see the Appendix). 
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(v) Repeat Steps (i)-(iv) with shift of the superscript (n to n + 1) until ~(") converges. We =(~j,~) 
take the limit as the solution of the problem ~>(~j,~), from which the macroscopic variables 
are obtained by integration (see (14a)-(14h)). 
The order of computation in the preceding process is consistent with the natural course of 
integration of (9) along its characteristic n the direction of molecular velocity. 
The lattice system (r (i), ~(:), 8~ ~)) used in the present analysis is similar to that used in [1,34- 
36], for which various accuracy tests have been carried out. It is a nonuniform lattice, where the 
rate of variation of the variables is taken into account; the size of the system is: I = 300, J = 24, 
K = 176, / (  = 88, -~D = 5, and rD is about 100 or 200 times of k[= (v~/2)Kn]. It takes about 
three seconds to carry out one iteration of the above process on FUJ ITSU VP2600E computer. 
The number of iteration required for the sequence ¢(~) to converge is from 70 (for CP at k = 20 (~,~,~) 
with the BKW solution at k = 40 as the initial data) to about 30000 (for ¢T at k = 0.05 with 
the BKW solution at k = 0.1 as the initial data), where the criterion of the convergence is that 
the variations of the macroscopic variables uP ,T, Qp, T, we,T, and T P 'T  over  the whole field in 
10 iterations becomes less than 5 x 10 -s  (the BKW solution with modified k is supposed to be 
closer to the hard-sphere solution from our experience; see Section 5.1). 
3.3. Computation of Collision Integral 
To compute the collision integral CI~.~ k~ efficiently, which takes the majority of the computing (,J, , 
time, we make use of the numerical kernel method introduced in [33]. That is, ~ at the n th step 
and r = r (i) is expanded in a set of basis functions: 
t ,m 
(28)  
where the basis functions ~lm(¢, 8¢) are chosen in such a way that ~(n) is continuous in ~ and 8¢, 
takes =(d,t,m) at the lattice points, and is expressed by the quadratic functions of ¢ and 8¢ in 
each rectangle of 2 × 2 lattices with even lattice points at its four corners. Then, 
C ( , )  _ ~ ~(n) r,-c (29) ( i , j ,k)  - -  ~_¢ ( i ,~ ,m) 'X jk tm ' 
£,m 
where g~klm is with = kVtm: 
= - (30)  
The K]ktr n is an universal constant, which can be computed beforehand and used in various 
problems. The computation of (30), whose effective domain of integration is a slender ring with 
the support of k~trn, where ~trn ~ 0, as its cross section, is carried out carefully since the kernel 
of (12a) has singularity. The singular behavior of the original collision kernel (see (3a)) being 
considered in the computation of the numerical kernel, thus the size of the lattice (j, k) is to be 
determined only by the (predicted) behavior of ~. 
The discontinuity in ~0¢ space of ¢(n)(r(~), ~, 6¢) cannot be described by the expansion (28). 
The expanded function is inaccurate over a lattice element in 6¢ (say, 8~ k)A _< 8¢ < 8~ k'+l), where 
depends on r (i)) for all ~. This local inaccuracy induces only a negligible rror in the result (29) 
of integration over ~8¢ space. In our computation, the discontinuity at r (°) (i.e., r = 1) is taken 
care of by introducing two limiting values at 8¢ = Ir/2 for ~(o,t,~)" If the discontinuity happens 
^ t" A(~) to pass the lattice points 0~ k), the limiting value ¢(r(i), ~(), tic - 0) is taken as ~(i,t,~) in (29), 
and therefore, the expanded function is inaccurate over the lattice element O~ ) < 0¢ < 8 1). 
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In the present paper, we make use of the numerical kernel K]klm constructed in [1]. Thus, 
(28) consists of 4425(= 25 x 177) terms, and the kernel has 19,580, 625 elements, among which 
9,845,625 elements are independent from the symmetry of the operators £~ and Z:~. (See refer- 
ence (footnote) 43 in [1].) It takes about 15 minutes to compute the numerical kernel K~kim on 
FUJITSU VP2600E computer. However, if the computation were carried out without making use 
of the kernel, it would take 15 minutes more in one iteration of the process described in Section 
3.3. Further, the kernel can be applied to any problem where the dependence of the velocity 
distribution function on the molecular velocity is expressed by two variables ~ and 0¢. It has 
already been applied to various problems [1,34-36] and various cases (e.g., 11 different Knudsen 
numbers in the present paper). Thus, the numerical kernel method is a very efficient way of 
computation of the collision integral. 
4. FREE MOLECULAR SOLUTION AND ASYMPTOTIC  
SOLUTION FOR SMALL KNUDSEN NUMBERS 
Before proceeding to numerical results, we present he free molecular solution (k = oo) and 
the asymptotic solution for small Knudsen numbers (k << 1). 
The free molecular solution of the problem is easily obtained as 
{P = / 0, 
[ 1, 
[0_<0¢<Tr-Arcsin (1 ) ] ,  
[ r -Arcs in  (1 )  _< 0¢ < r] , 
(31a) 
1[ 1:1 w P=PP=~ 1- (1 - r  -2) , v P=0,  
1 [  ] P :P=~ 1- (1 - r -2 )  3/2 , QP=- - -  
7r-112 P r-2 Ur = 2 ' 
7r-1/2r_2, 
4 
(31b) 
and 
~, lr - Arcsin _< 0¢ _< ~r , 
(32a) 
1[ : 
- J=r  r=5 1 - (1 - :2 )  , =0, 
97r -1/2 r_ 2 
PI  = o, QT = s 
7r-I/2 r_2,  T 
ur = 4 
(32b) 
The solution for small k is also easily obtained with the aid of the asymptotic theory [5,6,18, 
45,46] as 
e;(,) 
\ c ;  / c ;  ' \ c ;  I c ;  ' 
pp= n,(~) + el(,) , (~)  
C~ ' Ur =-  r -2,  
P:P = -k  1, 4~/lr -3 + 3 [a;(~0) + 0;(70)] d~0 , Q," = -~k~2 r -2, \c,~] 
(33) 
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and 
] - ' 
rT= [1 -k  (dl-(~C-----~I, ~ d~.)] r-1 +k r{~C---~I.~ O:(v / ) -  Ot(r/)] 
LkC ] . ' 
ur \-~--~4 ] r -2, pT=0,  
-k - \e l ]  
(34) 
where dl  = 2.4001, d~ = -0.4557,  C1 = 1.0947, C~ = -2.1412, and "Y2 = 1.922284, and 
~1(~;), n~(~), O1(~), and O~(~), called Knudsen- layer functions, are functions of the stretched 
coordinate ~; defined by ~? = ( r -  1)/k and tabu lated in [8,33]. ((~;,~1(7;),01(7;)) here -- 
(Xl ,~(Xl) ,O(Xl))  in [33] and (y, i2,](~/),O~(~/)) here = (Xl,~"~(Xl),O(Xl)) in [8].) In (33) and 
P (34), w P, "r P, PP, and ur are valid up to O i l ) ,  0.; T, T T, pT,  T P T Ur, PrJr, P~r, and QP up to O(k), 
and QT up to O(k2). 
5. NUMERICAL  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
5.1. Mass  and  Heat  F luxes  f rom a Sphere 
The nondimensional  mass and heat fluxes 2 P 2 P r u r and = = 0), which r Qr (Case I: Pw 1, vw 
are independent  of r, are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1, and 2 T r u r and r2Q T (Case II: Pw = 0, 
rw = 1), which is also independent of r, in Table 1 and Figure 2. The nondimensional  energy 
fluxes, say ey 'T, defined by r2[Q P'T + (5/2)u P'T] (see (15c)) are also shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Mass, heat, and energy fluxes from a sphere: r2ur P'T, r2Qr P'T, and ell 'T 
vs.k. 
k r2u P h(r2u~)* r2Q~ a(r2Q~) * e~ r2uT h(r*uT)" r2Q T A(r2QT)" e~" 
0"* 0.4670 - 0 - 1.1676 0 - 0 - 0 
0.05 0.4392 0.0001 -0.02387 0.00002 1.0741 -0.02388 0.00004 0.10771 0.00002 0.0480 
0.1 0.4167 0.0003 -0.04410 0.00004 0.9976 -0.04410 0.00006 0.19314 0.00009 0.0829 
0.2 0.3850 0.0004 -0.07413 0.00030 0.8884 -0.07404 0.00024 0.3138 0.0003 0.1287 
0.4 0.3513 0.0006 -0.1058 0.0002 0.7724 -0.1057 0.0003 0.4414 0.0007 0.1770 
0.6 0.3342 0.0008 -0.1201 0.0001 0.7155 -0.1201 0.0003 0.5026 0.0011 0.2024 
1 0.3171 0.0010 -0.1318 0.0002 0.6610 -0.1318 0.0004 0.5579 0.0016 0.2285 
2 0.3014 0.0010 -0.1389 0.0004 0.6145 -0.1389 0.0004 0.6001 0.0020 0.2528 
4 0.2922 0.0015 -0.1410 0.0007 0.5896 -0.1410 0.0007 0.6192 0.0030 0.2667 
6 0.2890 0.0008 -0.1413 0.0004 0.5811 -0.1413 0.0004 0.6250 0.0017 0.2717 
10 0.2862 0.0009 -0.1414 0.0005 0.5742 -0.1414 0.0005 0.6291 0.0019 0.2757 
20 0.2840 0.0011 -0.1412 0.0006 0.5689 -0.1412 0.0006 0.6318 0.0024 0.2787 
co** 0.2821 - -0.1410 - 0.5642 -0.1410 - 0.6347 - 0.2821 
*A(A) means the variation (max-min) of A on all the lattice points r(0 between r = 1 and 4. 
**See (33) or (34) for k -- 0 and (31b) or (32b) for k -- co. 
In Case I, evaporat ion occurs (ur P > 0) irrespective of k, and the heat flow is in the opposite 
direct ion to the gas flow (Qr P _< 0). The r2u P decreases monotonical ly  with k from 0.4670 at 
k - -  0 to 0 .2821at  k - -  oo. The [r2QrP[ is zero at k = 0, and increases with k for k~< 10. I t  
s l ightly overshoots the free molecular value (0.1410) for k ~> 6. The overshoot, however, is very 
small  (0.0004); whether it is a real overshoot or an error of the computat ion  should be confirmed 
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Figure 1. Mass and heat fluxes from a sphere I. Here, • and - -  indicate the 
present result and the asymptotic theory (33) for hard-sphere molecules; o and 
. . . . .  , the present result and the asymptotic theory for the BKW model [5,18]; 
×, the Bubnov-Galerkin method for the Shakhov model in [32]. The chained line 
- -  - - -  indicates the free molecular flow (31b). The conversion of k with viscosity 
being the basic quantity is made in (a), and that thermal conductivity being the 
basic quantity in (b). 
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Figure 2. Mass and heat fluxes from a sphere II. Here, • and - -  indicate the 
present result and the asymptotic theory (34) for hard-sphere molecules; o, the 
present result for the BKW model; x,  the Bubnov-Galerkin method for the Shakhov 
model in [32]. The chained line - -  - - -  indicates the free molecular flow (32b). The 
conversion of k with thermal conductivity being the basic quantity is made. 
by more detailed computation (see the paragraph before the last in this section). The behavior 
of the energy flux e~' is similar to that of the mass flux r2u P. 
In Case II, there are no gas and heat flows (and thus, no energy flow) at k = 0. As k increases, 
a condensing flow (u T < 0) and a heat flow (QT > 0) in the opposite direction to the gas flow 
are induced. For the whole range of k, r2u T is almost equal to the heat flux 2 P r Qr in Case I. The 
difference (at most 0.0001), however, may be considered within the computational error (see the 
paragraph before the last in this section). This equality will be related to Onsager's reciprocity 
relation by the discussion based on nonequilibrium thermodynamics [47,48] in Section 6. The r2QTr (and also the energy flux e~') is zero at k = 0, and increases monotonically with k to the 
free molecular value (0.6347). 
In Figures 1 and 2, the results for the BKW equation, also computed in the present study, 
and those [32] by the Bubnov-Galerkin method for the Shakhov model equation [49] are also 
shown for comparison. The way of comparing the different molecular models is not unique. If 
the viscosity or the thermal conductivity of the gas is taken as a basic quantity instead of the 
mean free path, then the conversion of k is required, e.g., by the formula: k(BKW) = 1.270042k 
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(Hard Sphere) with viscosity as the basic quantity or k(BKW) = 1.922284k (Hard Sphere) with 
thermal conductivity as the basic quantity. The relation with viscosity as the basic quantity is 
used in Figure la, and that with thermal conductivity as the basic quantity in Figures lb and 2. 
The results after these conversions are close to those of the hard-sphere molecular gas. 
_2. P,T and _2f~P,T mentioned in the last paragraph of Section 2, The conservative quantities r u r , wr , 
serve a good accuracy test for the present computation. The variations (max-min) of _2A P,T • 1 "~r and 
r2Q P'T on all the lattice points r (i) between r = 1 and 4 are also shown in Table 1, together with 
r2uPr 'T and r2Q P'T, which are evaluated at r -- 1. 
Table 2. Heat flux from a nonvolatile sphere: r2Qr/Tw vs .  k. 
r2Qr P~ 
Tw Tw 
O* 0 0 
0.05 0.1064 0.0544 
0.1 0.1885 0.1058 
0.2 0.2996 0.1923 
0.4 0.4095 0.3010 
0.6 0.4595 0.3593 
r2Qr Pw k 
Tw Tw 
1 0.5032 0.4155 
2 0.5361 0.4609 
4 0.5511 0.4825 
6 0.5559 0.4890 
10 0.5593 0.4939 
20 0.5616 0.4971 
co* 0.5642 0.5 
*See (33) and (34) for k -- 0 and (31b) and (32b) for k = oc. 
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Figure 3. Heat flux from a nonvolatile sphere: r2Qr/~'w vs. k. Here, * and in- 
dicate the present result and the asymptotic theory (see (33) and (34)) for hard-sphere 
molecules; o, the present result for the BKW model; A, the variational method for the 
BKW model in [50]; x, the Bubnov-Gaierkin method for the Shakhov model in [32]. 
The chained line - -  - - -  indicates the free molecular flow (see (31b) and (32b)). The 
conversion of k with thermal conductivity being the basic quantity is made. 
For a special value of the ratio Pw/Tw, the flow velocity vanishes (ur = 0). Then, the boundary 
condition (10) is equivalent to the diffuse reflection condition. That is, the solution of this value 
of P~/~'w corresponds to that of the heat transfer problem around a sphere without evaporation 
or condensation on its surface. The standard heat transfer problem is a special case of the present 
problem. The heat flux from the sphere of this case is shown in Figure 3 and in Table 2. In the 
latter, the corresponding value of P~/rw is also shown for the convenience of constructing the 
solution. The intuitively obvious behavior 2Qr/Tw ~_ 0 in Figure 3 corresponds to the relation 
(r2uP)(r2Q T) - (r2uT)(r2Q P) > 0 (since r2u P > 0), which is related to nonnegative entropy 
production in (39) (see also (42)). The corresponding results for the BKW equation by the 
present study and by the variational method [50] and for the Shakhov equation by the Bubnov- 
Galerkin method [32] are shown with the conversion of k with thermal conductivity being the 
basic quantity for comparison in Figure 3. 
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5.2. Macroscopic Variables 
As we have seen at the end of Section 2, uP ,T and Q, Pr 'T are proportional to r -z, and thus, they 
(or their coefficients of proportionality, which depend on k) are easily obtained from the data in 
Table 1. 
The pressure and temperature distributions PP(r )  and re ( r )  (Case I) are shown for various k 
in Figure 4. The PP(r)  decreases monotonically with r for all k. As k decreases from oo 
to 0, the distribution PP(r)  not only is reduced in height (e.g., PP(1) = 1/2 at k = c~ and 
PP(1) = 0.20092 at k = 0), but also shrinks to vanish in width. In the limit k = 0, the variation 
region of PP(r )  degenerates on the sphere and it is uniform in the gas. The distribution for 
k ~> 4 is close to that of k = c~. The temperature v P around the sphere is cooled, though the 
sphere is at the same temperature as the infinity; that is, the temperature drops on the sphere, 
still decreases in a thin region adjacent o the sphere, and then increases to that at infinity with 
the distance from the sphere. As k increases from 0 to oo, the temperature distribution re ( r )  is 
reduced to vanish in height (T P is uniform at k = oo), but remains unchanged in width. 
. . . .  0 /13 ,  
T P 
-0.1 I)P 
L••]0k = 0.1 - . _  _ _  
(a) PP vs. r. 
-0.2 
/ 
- J . - - - -  J . . . . . . . . .  ± . . . . . .  1 _ _ _ _  
1 7" 6 1 7' 6 
(b) r P vs. r. 
Figure 4. Pressure and temperature distributions I. Here, and x indicate the 
present numerical result for k -- 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1, 4, and 10 from the bottom; . . . .  
and e, the asymptotic solution (33) with k = 0; - -  - - -  and o, the free molecular 
flow (31b). ×, e, and o indicate the value at r -- 1. The difference of • and . . . .  at 
r ---- 1 in (b) is due to the fact that the Knudsen layer (O~(~7)/C~ in (33)) is flattened 
on the sphere at k -- 0. 
The pressure and temperature distributions pT(r) and "rT(r) (Case II) are shown in Figure 5. 
The pT(r )  is zero at k = 0 and c~. For a positive value of k, pT(r )  takes a positive value 
at r = 1, increases with r, reaches the maximum at some r, and then decreases monotonically 
to zero. The height of the distribution pT(r) first increases with k, reaches the maximum at 
k ,~ 1, and then decreases; on the other hand, the width of the distribution shrinks to vanish as 
k decreases from c~ to 0 as in the case of PP(r) .  The temperature T(r)  is subject o a jump on 
the sphere, and decreases monotonically with r for all k. As k increases from 0 to oo, the height 
of distribution rT(r) is reduced (e.g., rT(1) = 1 at k = 0 (no jump), and rT(1) -- 1/2 (a drop 
of 1/2) at k = co), but its width remains unchanged. The distribution for k ~> 4 is close to that 
at k -- co as in the case of PP. At k = 0, the field is expressed by the heat-conduction equation 
(or the Laplace equation). 
The distributions of the normal stresses PP(r) and pT(r) are shown in Figure 6. Their behavior 
is similar to that of PP(r) and pT(r) on the whole, but the widths of the distributions are wider. 
At k = 0, unlike PP,  PP  as well as pT  vanishes on the sphere as well as in the gas. The differences 
prP~T _ pP, T are a measure of anisotropy of the corresponding velocity distribution functions. As 
an accuracy test of our computation, P~(r) and pT(r) computed from ~I )P'T by (14e) and those 
obtained by (15b) with PrPr'T(1) of the former data are compared and show good agreement ( he 
difference is less than 2.4 × 10 -4 for PP  and 2.8 × 10 -5 for pT) .  
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Figure 5. Pressure and temperature distributions II. Here, - -  
present numerical result (In (a), k = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1, 4, and 10 from the top); . . . .  
and e, the asymptotic solution (34) with k = 0; - -  - - -  and o, the free molecular 
flow (32b). x, e, and o indicate the value at r = 1. 
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Figure 6. The distributions of the normal stresses PP  and pT .  Here, and 
× indicate the present numerical result (In (a), k = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1, 4, and 10 from 
the bottom); - -  - - -  and o, the free molecular flow (see (31b) and (32b)). x and o 
indicate the value at r = 1. 
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When P~,/r~, is larger than some positive value, the main feature of the temperature field r 
(k ~ c~) is determined by r P. In this situation, the temperature of a gas around its heated 
(cooled) condensed phase is lower (higher) than the temperature at infinity. The gas is cooled 
(heated) as if a cooled (heated) nonvolatile sphere, instead of the heated (cooled) condensed 
phase, were set in the gas. This interesting phenomenon, called negative temperature gradient 
phenomenon, was first noted by Pao [17] for a gas between two parallel plane condensed phases 
with different emperatures, and studied by various authors [4,18-22]. Its physical mechanism is
discussed in [4,18]. 
5.3.  Ve loc i ty  D is t r ibut ion  Funct ion  
The velocity distribution functions ¢P and ¢1 ~T at ¢ ---- 0.556 over r 0¢ plane are shown in 
Figures 7-9. The surfaces &P and &T are separated by their discontinuity at r sin 8< = 1 (Ir/2 __ 
0< < 7r) (see Section 3.1). The discontinuity is the border of the region [Tr-Arcsin(1/r) _< 0< < Ir], 
say Region I, that can be reached irectly by a molecule from the sphere. In the free molecular 
flow (k = c~), whose analytical solution is given in Section 4, ¢P  and ¢T, being constant along a 
characteristic of (9) or (1), take the value at the starting point of the characteristic (the sphere or 
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infinity). Thus, ~P and ~T are zero in the region [0 <: 8¢ < 7r - Arcsin(1/r)], say Region II; the 
size of the discontinuity of • is invariant along r sin 8¢ -- 1. For a finite value of k, • varies along 
the characteristics owing to the collision integral of (9) (or the effect of molecular collisions). The 
effect is stronger for smaller molecular velocity, and accumulates along the characteristics. Thus, 
the deviation from the corresponding free molecular flow is appreciable in a long distance from 
the starting point, even if k is very large. 
• PE ~ ¢ T E ~  
0.15 t ~ 0 
(a) CPE. (b) cTE. 
Figure 7. Velocity distribution functions ~PE and ~TE on the r0~ plane at ~ = 0.556 
for k = 10. The surfaces CPE and cTE are shown by lines r = const and 8¢ -- const 
on the surfaces. The vertical lines show the discontinuity at r sin 8¢ = 1. 
(a) &PE. (b) cTE. 
Figure 8. Velocity distribution functions ¢PE and &TE on the r8¢ plane at ~ = 0.556 
for k = 1. (See the caption of Figure 7.) 
• PE ~ ¢TE 
1 v 1.4 
8¢ >" . , . .~~ " 8¢ 1.2 
0  1.4 r 0 1 r 
(a) ~PE. (b) ~i, TE. 
Figure 9, Velocity distribution functions ~PE and ~TE on the r0¢ plane at ~ = 0.556 
for k ffi 0.1. (See the caption of Figure 7.) 
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At k = 10, (I)P and oT  are little affected by molecular collisions in Region II, but they are 
affected considerably some distance away from the sphere in Region I (Figure 7). The discon- 
tinuity decays in several mean free paths (r -- 20 -~ 30) from the sphere. At k = 1, the effect 
of molecular collisions is appreciable over all r in Region I and within some distance from the 
sphere in Region II (Figure 8). The effect is stronger near the discontinuity. The discontinuity 
also decays in several mean free paths (r -- 2 o, 3) from the sphere. The overall feature is similar 
to that of the case k -- 10. 
At k = 0.1, the overall feature is considerably different from that of the preceding cases; the 
effect of collision prevails over the whole region (Figure 9). The discontinuity decays in a much 
shorter distance than the mean free path. As explained in [44], the discontinuity decays in several 
(mean) free paths along the characteristic r sin 0¢ = 1, but the distance from the sphere to the 
part of the characteristic where discontinuity is appreciable is much smaller than the mean free 
path, because the characteristic is still nearly parallel to the surface of the sphere for several mean 
free paths in the case of small Knudsen numbers (see Figure 7 in [44]). After the discontinuity 
disappears, (I) P and (I)T are further deformed and become smoother in a few mean free paths 
(r = 1.2 ~ 1.3) from the sphere. Further away from the sphere their deformation is roughly 
expressed with a global scale change (similar deformation) and they vanish at infinity. The region 
with discontinuity is the S layer [44,51] at the bottom of the Knudsen layer, the intermediate 
region is the Knudsen layer, and the outer region is the hydrodynamic region [45,46]. 
The (I)P and ~I )T in Figures 7-9 are for a representative molecular speed (~ -- 0.556). For smaller 
(or larger) molecular speed, the free path of the molecule is smaller (or larger), and therefore, 
the behavior of (I)P and (I)T shows the feature of smaller (or larger) Knudsen number. This is 
evident in Figures 10 and 11, where the surfaces ~I )P and ffi )T for k = 1 at ¢ = 0.139 and those for 
k = 1 at ~ -- 1.70 are shown. 
~PE ~ TE 
0.2 , O ~  
0 1 3 
0¢ 
0 r 0 1 r 
(a) CPE. (b) ~TE. 
Figure 10. Velocity distribution functions ¢PE and ,~TE on the r0¢ plane at ~ = 
0.139 for k ---- 1. (See the caption of Figure 7.) 
The computation i the present paper was carried out on FUJITSU VP2600E computer at the 
Data Processing Center of Kyoto University. 
6. ONSAGER'S  RECIPROCITY  RELAT ION 
As mentioned in Section 5.1, the temperature-induced mass flux r2u T and pressure-induced 
heat flux r2Qr p are almost equal for the whole range of the Knudsen number (the difference 
may be considered within the computational errors; see Table 1). In view of the fact that the 
mass and heat fluxes from the sphere are expressed in the form of (17), the equality of the two 
quantities reminds us of Onsager's reciprocity relation. Thus, in this section, we consider the 
evaporation and condensation problem around the sphere in the framework of nonequilibrium 
thermodynamics. Here we deliberately use a different notation for discrimination. 
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(a) •PE. (b) ~i'TE. 
Figure Ii. Velocity distribution functions ~PE and ~TEon the r@~ plane at ~ = 1.70 
for k = 1. (See the caption of Figure 7.) 
Consider the entropy production a in the domain bounded by two control surfaces: one is the 
spherical surface just inside the interface, say $1 (radius rl = L - 0), and the other is that at 
infinity, say Soo (radius fc~ ~ oo), where the interface (thus S1) is assumed to be fixed in space. 
From the entropy balance quation, a is expressed in terms of the entropy convection and entropy 
flux by heat flow at S1 and S~ as follows: 
a=J (soo-S l )+ Too ~ " (35) 
Here the notation is: s is the specific entropy; T the temperature; the subscripts 1 and oo indicate 
the value on S1 and S~, respectively; J is the mass flux that flows in through S1, which is equal 
to the mass flux that flows out through S~ by the law of mass conservation; 01 is the heat flux 
that goes in through S1; and Qoo is the heat flux that goes out through Sc¢. With the aid of the 
energy conservation equation: 
Pl P~ 
f f  e l+~Vr l+~l -  1 +Ql=J  e~+~vr~+~-~ +Qc¢, (36) 
where p, e, and Vr are, respectively, the pressure, specific internal energy, and radial velocity, 
and the thermodynamic relation e + p/p = Ts + # (#: chemical potential), (35) is rewritten as 
follows: 
[ 1 ] 
Now we simplify the expression (37) for the case of weak evaporation or condensation: IT1 - 
Too]/T~ << 1 and ]p~ -P~m/Poo << 1 (thus, ]vr~]/~/poo/p¢~ << 1), where the superscript •
indicates the corresponding saturated condition. Further, we assume that the density ratio of 
the two phases is small, i.e., P~/Pl << 1 (thus, L2Vrl/f2~Vrc¢ << 1). Noting the thermodynamic 
relations ~T = --S and ~ = 1/p and that the chemical potentials of two phases in equilibrium 
are equal to each other, i.e., #c(P~, T1) = #G(P~, T1), where the subscripts C and G indicate the 
condensed and gaseous phases, respectively, we have 
1~, = #c~ - Soo(T1 - Too) + (p~ - p¢~) +. . . .  (38) po¢ 
With the aid of (38), discarding the terms higher than the second-order terms (or the lowest 
order terms) of the smallness on the right-hand side of (37), then we obtain 
a=Q~\  T~ ]+JR \  P¢¢ / "  (39) 
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Then, the fluxes f l  and Qoo are expressed by their associated forces R(p~ - Pcc)/P~ and (T1 - 
Too)/T i as 
3"=LllR(p~-poo) [T1--Tc¢~ 4-L12 k T£  / '  
(40) 
-- Pet) ~O0----L21R(P;~"~ ) 4-L22 (T1TT25~) • 
On the other hand, the corresponding kinetic theory results for 3" and Qc¢ in the preceding 
sections are expressed as 
P T 3" ---- 47rL2p0 (2RTo) 1/2 r2 (Ur Pw 4- Ur rw), 
Qoo = 47rL2p0 (2RTo) 1/2 r 2 P T (Q~P~+Qr~). 
(41) 
Noting that Pw and 7w correspond to (p~ -Poo)/poo and (T1-Too)/Too, respectively, and admitting 
the relation r2Qr P = r2u T, we find the relation: 
Ll l  = 41r-2p°'2--°'l/2r2urL ( RT ~ P- > O, 
R 
L12 = L21 = 47rL2p°(2RT°)l/2r2u¢-'----'~ 
R 
L22 ---- 41rL2poTo(2RTo)l/2r2Q T > O, 
_< 0, L11L22 ~ L122, 
(42) 
where the equality holds only when k -- 0. Onsager's reciprocity relation holds for an arbi- 
trary Knudsen number. The last inequality in (42) gives a positive a in (39) (positive entropy 
production). 
7. GENERAL IZED BOUNDARY CONDIT ION 
Under the (conventional) complete condensation condition, which is applied in the present 
work, the velocity distribution of the outgoing molecules i independent of that of the impinging 
molecules. A popular extension that takes into account the effect of the impinging molecules i as 
follows [4,12,21,23,52-54]. The velocity distribution of the molecules outgoing from the condensed 
phase is composed of two parts: the velocity distribution of the complete condensation condition 
multiplied by ac and that of the diffuse reflection condition multiplied by (1-~c) with 0 < ac _< 1. 
Then, the boundary condition (4) is replaced by the following condition: 
¢=acPw + (1-ac)  ~w + (~2-5  ) Tw, 
~w ----" ~rw -- 271" /2 ~in~¢E d~l d~2 d¢s. 
~n~ <0 
(¢in~ > 0), (43a) 
(43b) 
The condition is simply obtained from (4) by replacing P~ by an undetermined constant acP~ + 
(1 -ac)Sw. This suggests that the solution Ca for the generalized boundary condition is expressed 
by the solution for the complete condensation condition with an appropriate conversion of the 
parameters. In fact, it is given as 
¢ a (r, ~, 0¢; k, P~, r~, ao) = P~¢P (r, ¢, 0¢; k) + T~V r (r, ~, 0¢; k), (44a) 
where 
-Pw = aePw - 211"1/2(1 - ae)'rwuT (r = 1) (44b) 
ac 4- 21rl/2(1 - ac)uP(r = 1) 
This is verified simply by confirming that the solution (44a) with (44b) satisfies the generalized 
boundary condition, (43a) and (43b), since the governing equations for ¢ a and ~P,T are common. 
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APPENDIX  
ASYMPTOTIC  SOLUTION FOR LARGE r 
In the region r > rA with large rA, the length scale of variation of(I) [~ o¢ (I)/(L--bT)] is larger than 
the order of rA, since ~) = O(r -m) ,  and thus, the effective Knudsen number £o/rAL = Kn/ rA  is 
small. Thus, the asymptotic solution if)far for large r is obtained with the aid of the asymptot ic 
theory for small Knudsen numbers [5,6,18,45,46] as follows: 
(~far = b (¢2 - 5 ) r - l  - ¢ cosO¢ [2a + kbA(¢)] r -~ 
- k~ 2 (1 - 3 cos 2 8¢) laB(C) - kbF(¢)] r -3 -{-3k2a¢ 3cos 8¢ (3 - 5 cos 2 8¢) D2(¢)r -4, (45) 
where a and b are undetermined constants and related to the macroscopic variables as 
5 -2 (46) ur = ar -2, T = --W = br -1, Qr = ~72kbr , 
and A(0 ,  B(¢), D2(¢), and F(¢)  are the solutions of the following integral equations [55,56]: 
// £ [¢,A(¢)] = -¢~ ¢2 _ , with ¢4A(¢) exp (_~2) de = 0, (47) 
£ [(¢ihjk + Cjhki + ~khij) 91 (¢) 
with 
(48) 
(49) 
+ ~,¢jCkD2 (¢)] = 71 (¢i~jk+¢j~ki+(k6i j ) - -~i¢jCkB (¢), 
(50) 
~0 c~ 6 [5~4D1 (~) -{- ~ D2 (~)] exp (_¢2) de -- 0. 
They are tabulated in [56]. 
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